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With the razor-sharp satire that earned him rave reviews for Big Egos and Lucky Bastard, among others, S.G.
Browne delivers another irresistible read, about an unlikely band of heroes who use their medical
complications to gain fame, confront villains, and bring their own unique brand of justice to New York City.

Faster than a spreading rash! More powerful than dry heaves! Able to put villains to sleep with a single
yawn!

Convulsions. Nausea. Headaches. Sudden weight gain. For the pharmaceutical soldiers on the front lines of
medical science—volunteers who test experimental drugs for cash—these common side effects are a small
price to pay to defend your right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of antidepressants.

Lloyd Prescott, thirty-year-old professional guinea pig and victim of his own inertia, is the first to notice the
bizarre, seemingly implausible consequences of years of testing not-quite-legal drugs: his lips go numb, he
becomes overwhelmed with exhaustion, and instantly a stranger crumples into a slumbering heap before him.
Under cover of night, Lloyd and his guinea pig friends band together to project their debilitating side effects
onto petty criminals who prey upon the innocent. When a horrible menace with powers eerily similar to their
own threatens the city, only one force can stop this evil: the handful of brave men who routinely undergo
clinical trials.

“One of America’s best satiric novelists” (Kirkus Reviews), S. G. Browne fills the prescription for a hilarious
and biting commentary on our overmedicated society. Citizens, rest assured that tonight, no matter your
ailment—anxiety, depression, super villains—there’s a pill to save the day.
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From reader reviews:

Agnes Henson:

Reading a book tends to be new life style on this era globalization. With reading you can get a lot of
information that will give you benefit in your life. Using book everyone in this world can share their idea.
Books can also inspire a lot of people. A great deal of author can inspire their particular reader with their
story or maybe their experience. Not only situation that share in the guides. But also they write about the
information about something that you need illustration. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your
kids, there are many kinds of book that exist now. The authors nowadays always try to improve their
expertise in writing, they also doing some exploration before they write to their book. One of them is this
Less Than Hero.

Dorothy Betancourt:

In this age globalization it is important to someone to find information. The information will make
professionals understand the condition of the world. The healthiness of the world makes the information
better to share. You can find a lot of recommendations to get information example: internet, paper, book, and
soon. You can see that now, a lot of publisher that will print many kinds of book. The actual book that
recommended for you is Less Than Hero this guide consist a lot of the information on the condition of this
world now. This specific book was represented so why is the world has grown up. The language styles that
writer use to explain it is easy to understand. Often the writer made some exploration when he makes this
book. Honestly, that is why this book acceptable all of you.

Jamie Harper:

That publication can make you to feel relax. This book Less Than Hero was vibrant and of course has
pictures on there. As we know that book Less Than Hero has many kinds or variety. Start from kids until
youngsters. For example Naruto or Investigator Conan you can read and think that you are the character on
there. So , not at all of book are generally make you bored, any it offers up you feel happy, fun and rest. Try
to choose the best book in your case and try to like reading that.

Richard Mason:

As a college student exactly feel bored to reading. If their teacher asked them to go to the library or even
make summary for some publication, they are complained. Just tiny students that has reading's heart and soul
or real their hobby. They just do what the instructor want, like asked to go to the library. They go to there but
nothing reading really. Any students feel that studying is not important, boring along with can't see colorful
pics on there. Yeah, it is being complicated. Book is very important for you. As we know that on this period,
many ways to get whatever you want. Likewise word says, ways to reach Chinese's country. So , this Less
Than Hero can make you experience more interested to read.
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